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The success of any budget transparency related policy or initiative

requires political will and support.

Leading with a multidimensional strategy that also builds networks

with civil society and other stakeholders, provides tools and skill-

building opportunities.

Allocating sufficient time and resources to communicate

effectively with citizens and other actors regarding budget

transparency initiatives. 

Leveraging the support of transparency related legal frameworks,

such as the right access to information. 

Creating a forum where best practices and lessons learned can be

shared amongst stakeholders.

        hile the various initiatives implemented in the context of budget

transparency do not offer "a one size fits all" solution to transparency

related challenges in other realities; Impact for Development identified a

common thread for the success of budget transparency initiatives around

the world, which includes:

BUDGET TRANSPARENCY 
A PILLAR OF MODERN PUBLIC GOVERNANCE

BUDGET TRANSPARENCY &
INNOVATION

CASE STUDIES

A        t its core, budget transparency implies complete

clarity and openness, with the people, regarding the

manner in which public funds are raised, allocated and

spent. Budget transparency as an objective is built on

numerous principles namely, clarity,

comprehensiveness, reliability, timeliness and

accessibility of public reporting on public finances. 

 The widely recognized benefits of this pillar of

modern public governance include, but are not limited

to, Accountability, Integrity, Inclusiveness, Trust,
Quality and Equity. 
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      he benchmarking tool ,  DevLibrary.org ,  includes a

number of OGP commitments and OECD innovation case

studies in various sectors ,  including budget transparency .  In

the context of the latter ,  Impact for Development reviewed

various initiatives ,  implemented in countries around the

world .  While all these initiatives have a great impact in the

context of budget transparency ,  access to information ,  trust

building and anti-corruption ;  Impact for Development

included the following in this article :

       udget transparency guidance and standards are

set by various key international actors. The 2008

financial crisis sparked a new conversation around the

need to reassess budget transparency instruments. As

a result, the Global Initiative for Fiscal Transparency

was created and many instruments and indicators

were updated, such as the IMF’s Fiscal Transparency

Evaluation and Fiscal Transparency Code.
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